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 Digital Image Forensic is significantly becoming popular owing to  

the increasing usage of the images as a media of information propagation. 

However, owing to the presence of various image editing tools and  

software, there is also an increasing threat to image content security. 

Reviewing the existing approaches to identify the traces or artifacts states 

that there is a large scope of optimization to be implemented to enhance  

the processing further. Therefore, this paper presents a novel framework  

that performs cost-effective optimization of digital forensic technique with  

an idea of accurately localizing the area of tampering as well as offers  

a capability to mitigate the attacks of various forms. The study outcome 

shows that the proposed system offers better outcomes in contrast to  

the existing system to a significant scale to prove that minor novelty in 

design attributes could induce better improvement with respect to accuracy 

as well as resilience toward all potential image threats. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

It is now well known that different forms of images, as well as video contents, are frequently 

utilized for information dissipation as the image files are highly expressive over its visual contents of 

information as well as they are quite simpler to be used. However, the utilization of various tools that 

is cost-effective as well as highly friendly user tools it gives rise to different image tampering application. 

It is also seen that the illegitimate amendment for digital images is increasing. There is a variable usage of 

the term image forensics based on multiple contexts while they are all used for investigating the genuinity of 

the digital image content [1]. It is also used for assessing the presence of any form of image tampering 

practices as well as determining the location of the image corruption [2]. The forensic tools utilized for this 

purpose targets to facilitate blind assessment. This approach can be considered as an improvement of 

the existing multimedia security approach with more effectiveness to carry forward the embedded data [3]. 

Some of the examples of this approach are steganography and image watermarking [4]. This approach uses 

the concept of digital image processing and uses various degrees of analysis tools in order to extract 

historical data about the digital image [5]. At present, the conventional implementation of digital image 

processing is carried out in two significant processes. The first form of image forensics targets to implement 

a certain type of intrusive technique in order to capture the information related to the image capturing device 

that encapsulates the digital image as well as to determine all the possibilities of the occupied by the devices. 

Such a mechanism will be aggregated under the uniform study of devices that performs identification 

methods [6]. The second mechanism of the forensic image targets to investigate all forms of non-uniformities 
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associated with the statistical information of the natural images irrespective of attempting to perform 

disclosure of any artifacts resulting from image attacks. In the case of image forensics, the mechanism 

connected to acquisition as well as tampering methods that could leave traces [7]. The prime target of digital 

image forensics is to perform exposure to such artifacts by extracting the current information associated with 

digital image processing. The cumulative outcomes of multimedia security are also supporting this 

mechanism. In order to offer a better form of the process of image forensic, it is necessary to perform an 

investigation of the possibility of all connectivity between various approaches of image security practices. 

The process of digital image processing associated with the forensic practices encounters multiple 

possibilities of the challenges related to steganography and digital watermarking [8]. The role of digital 

image forensic offers better supportability of the security policies. The authentication of the digital images is 

quite a challenging practice to be ascertained as well as is potentially challenging task to offer data 

integrity too. 

Therefore, such an approach is called a passive process, and sometimes it is also called a blind 

image forensic problem. At present, various approaches are being carried out towards digital image forensic 

with various forms of schemes and strategies [9]. However, existing approaches do not facilitate better 

optimization in its process of performing identification of the area that has been subjected to illegitimate 

corruption by the attacker. The idea of the proposed system is to perform the development of a novel 

optimized framework that can leverage the performance of the image forensic, thereby facilitating resistivity 

against potential threats against attacks over the image. The organization of the proposed manuscript is as 

follows: Section 1 discusses the existing literature where different techniques are discussed for detection 

schemes used in power transmission lines followed by a discussion of research problems and the proposed 

solution. Section 2 discusses algorithm implementation towards identifying the location of image tampering, 

and it is further followed by a discussion of result analysis in section 3. Finally, the conclusive remarks are 

provided in section 4. 

There have been various works that have been carried out towards studying the effectiveness of 

image forensics [10]. These section further upgrades more research work towards a similar topic. 

Most recently, the adoption of a slicing-based approach towards the bit planes has been carried out by 

Rhee [11]. The authors have also used the method for the identification of median filtering. Xiao et al. [12] 

have developed a machine learning approach of histogram equalization towards improving the captures of 

surveillance system aiming forensic application. Ma et al. [13] have used a convolution neural network for 

assisting in image retrieval. Study towards the identification of representation learning can be used for 

searching a specific form of an image that can be used in image forensic using a convolution neural network, 

as seen in the work of Han et al. [14]. Reillo et al. [15] have used attribute-based identification of varied 

signatures of humans by extracting the geometric attributes. The work of Neubert et al. [16] has presented 

a solution towards resisting forging face shape based attack using a morphing based approach for better 

biometric security. Guo et al. [17] have carried out an identification of the image based on forged color 

information using histogram-based as well as an attribute-based encoding mechanism. Bayar and Stamm [18] 

have facilitated image forensic by developing a model using deep learning and enhanced convolution neural 

networks. Hao et al. [19] have presented a forensic analysis of the palmprint using a supervised learning 

algorithm using a dual feature in order to assess the quality of the image. Shan et al. [20] have used 

a deblocking filtering mechanism for the identification of the traces caused by the usage of median filtering. 

Singh and Singh [21] have carried out the experiment with respect to the statistically-based approach of 

the second order for resisting JPEG-based attacks over an image using supervised classifiers. The work of 

Zeinstra et al. [22] has carried out an anti-forensic based approach for safeguarding facial image. 

Chen et al. [23] have discussed blind forensic method associated with the image forensics. Kim et al. [24] 

have presented anti-forensic methods using deep neural networks integrated with convolution neural 

networks to eliminate the artifacts of filters being used. Dam et al. [25] have developed a three-dimensional 

mechanism for reconstructing the facial structure based on the standard reflectance model for better 

comparison scores with a forensic sample. Pun et al. [26] have presented an image hashing approach for 

aligning images in order to identify any form of object detection. Korus and Huang [27] have carried out 

localization of the tampering event over the image using a multi-scale analysis where the authors have used 

Markov fields. Conotter et al. [28] have used a linear filtering approach for identifying the series of various 

functions that lead to attacks on the image over JPEG compression. Sarreshtedari and Akhaee [29] have used 

a channel coding approach for protecting any possibility of image tampering. Fan et al. [30] have presented 

work towards the removal of traces against digital filters, also focusing on enhancing the quality of 

the image. Therefore, there are various approaches to promoting the performance of image forensic. The next 

section outlines about problems associated with it. 
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The identified problems associated with the existing studies are as follows: 

- Adoption of machine learning (especially neural network) offers good accuracy but at the cost of 

immense computational complexity. 

- Majority of the existing approach are carried out on the basis of pixel-based approach which is not only 

time consuming but also memory dependent. 

- At present, no significant optimization work has been carried out towards the performance of image 

forensics. 

- Existing solutions are quite specific to particular form of image attack and hence they fail to address 

potential solution towards complex image-attacks. 

Hence, the statement of problem can be represented as “Developing a cost effective computational 

framework that leverages more performance optimization targeting to resist maximum potential threats over 

image forensics”. The next part of the study highlights a solution to address this problem. 

The current work is an extension of our prior framework towards artifacts removal [31], while  

this part of the study introduces a novel analytical framework that is capable of optimizing the performance 

of the framework towards resisting potential threats over images. The plan for the adoption of the proposed 

methodology is discussed in Figure 1. The implementation of the proposed study is carried out considering 

the fact those regions within an image that have been subjected to corruption are accurately identified.  

The study considers a case study of image-based attack in such a way that irrespective of any form of attack, 

the performance towards capturing the location of temperament. The underlying concept of the proposed 

system is that it attacker always leaves its traces of attack in the form of artifacts that are required to be 

identified as a part of the mitigation process. 

According to Figure 1, the proposed system takes the input of the image, which has already been 

tampered in its location called a forged image. The next part of the algorithm is associated with the process of 

block partitioning, which is about representing the complete image with blocks of different dimensions 

followed by partitioning it. The third block is meant for performing extraction of significant attributes so that 

various forms of artifacts owing to the process of the image capturing or tampering are considered.  

The extracted attribute is finally subjected to a binary classification process to speed up the process of 

identifying the region of attack and typical area. Interestingly, the proposed system is capable of identifying 

any form of artifacts that are illegitimatey incorporated by an adversary while launching an attack.  

The proposed system performs the extraction of the attributes based on statistically descriptive parameters  

for higher accuracy and speeding up the process. This process offers a further better representation of  

the attributes for the better classification process. Finally, the artifacts associated with the complex attack 

over the image are identified in the proposed system, which further leads to the process of performance 

analysis. The next part of the discussion is about algorithm implementation. 
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Figure 1. Proposed analytical framework 
 

 

2. ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION 

The core purpose of the proposed algorithm design is to ensure that the processing is carried out in 

such a way that there is a better solution toward resisting the form of the attack over the image, especially 

when the attack is quite of complex nature. The complete assessment and investigation of the image are 

carried out considering 2000 models that are characterized by colored high definition quality and is captured 

from high definition image capturing device. The complete process of implementation is carried out 

considering 4 stages of implementation in order to mitigate complex image attack. The discussion of  

the algorithms used in this part of the proposed system is briefed below: 
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2.1. Algorihm for image block partition operation 

This is the first algorithm of implementation where the logic is to extract all essential information 

that will assist in formulating essential attributes for the given image on the basis of the constructed blocks. 

This attributes are used for identifying the core region of image intrusion over the tampered image.  

The algorithm takes the input of original image, convert them in matrix, and consider all the row fields (hf) 

and column fields (vf) which after processing yields an outcome of Bp (block partitioned image). The steps of 

the algorithm are as follows: 
 

Algorithm for Imeg Block Partition 

Input: hf/vf (horizontal and vertical field)  

Output: Bp (block partitioned image) 

Start 

1. For i=1:xmax,   where xmax=[hf vf] 

2.     Read elem (xmax) 

3.     Bpobtain block_elem 

4. End  

End  

 

The discussions of the algorithmic steps are as follows: The algorithm targets to exract significant 

attribute so that essential source identificational traits of the given image are analyzed more closely. This step 

will assist in later part of operation in order to act as a baseline attributes to distinguise the original region 

and tampred region of the given image. For effective analysis, the proposed study considers multiple 

dimension of the block size in order to create a test-case. The algorithm reads all the elements in each field 

(Line-1) and stores the cell-based information and not pixel-based informaion (Line-2). All the cell-based 

information are then grouped in the form of blocks that are now partitioned and now stored in another matrix 

called as Bp or partitioned block elements. The advantage of this algoritm is that identification time of  

the corrupted region will be faster as the identification process is carried out not on the basis of the pixels but 

on the basis of the blocks, which is the first step towards optimization. 
 

2.2. Algorithm for extraction of primary attribute on the basis of colored mosaic 

This is the second part of implementation that focuses on extracting the final attributes based on 

which the final differentiation for original and tampered region will be carried out. The algorithm takes  

the input of actual scope of the blocks obtained form the prior algorithm and yields an outcome of final 

attributes after performing processing on the top of it. The target is to finalize the attributes. The significant 

steps of the algorithm implementation are as follows: 
 

Algorithm for Extraction of primary attribute on the basis of Colored Mosaic 

Input: b1/b2 (lower and higher number of blocks) 

Output: Fatt (Final Attributes) 

Start 

1. For i: b1:b2 

2.     extract gc 

3.     Apply bilear kernel 

4.     Patt[Eprob, β, d], Fatt(Patt, β, card(b)) //final feauture 

5.     αf(Fatt, c) 

6.     Compute α, Fatt, c 

7.     Compute γ and E 

8.     Extract Fatt(Bm, c) 

End 

 

The discussions of the algorithmic steps are as follows: The complete algorithm is cdesigned on  

the basis of possibilities of artifacts as the result of any form of extrinsic problem while capturing the image 

from image capturing device e.g. camera. In order to execute this algorithm, there are various parameters that 

plays a significant role in processing e.g. cardinality of the attributes being extracted in the form of block 

card(b), filters used in mosaic form β, probability of error Eprob, primary attribute Patt in the form of variance 

value of obtained along with the pixels that are interpolated. The proposed study considers the complete 

scope of the block obtained from prior algorithm where b1 and b2 represents minimum and maximum size of 

block (Line-1). The next step is to apply bilinear kernel in order to construct a predictor (Line-2). The next 

step of the algorithm will be to construct a matrix for primary attribute Patt and final attribute Fatt (Line-3). 

The formulation of the primary attribute is carried out using probability of error Eprob, filters used in mosaic 

β, and dimensions d (Line-4) while the final attribute Fatt is computed using obtained primary attribute in 

prior step, filters of mosaic β, and cardinality of dimension of blocks (Lme-4). The next step is about 

obtaining maximum a posteriori α by applying a function f(x) with an input arguments of final attributed 

obtained Fatt and statistical constant c (Line-5). Basically, the statistical constant c is calculated with  

respect to mean and standard deviation. The study finally stores the obtained value α in discrete matrix and 
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other associated parameters (Line-6). Finally, the algorithm computes transition state γ and cumulative  

error E (Line-7) followed by updating of the final attributes Fatt (Line-8). Basically, this step of the algorithm 

processing is carried out on the basis that maximum likelihood function that generates two states of 

transition. The algorithm is capable of assessing various form sof errors and artifacts that are explored in 

different levels and obtains its statistical attributes in order to perform computation of any possibility of 

tamperment of the image and it can do it without any predefined information of forgery. The implementation 

of this algorithm also exhibits that a better form of optimizing charecteristics are obtained that could have 

even the slightest possibility of tamepering the image. The positional information of the forged region for  

a given image is not so much challenging to find owing to the adoption of descriptive statistical approach 

which offered increasing accuracy in its performance. 

 

2.3. Algorithm for binary classfication 

This prime purpose of this algorithm is to assists in discretizing the regions using binary 

classification approach for speeding up the process of identification of the tampered region. The algorithm 

takes the input of scope of blocks and final attributes that after processing results in formation of a binary 

classified image. The steps of the algorthms are as follows: 
 

Algorithm for Binary Classification 

Input: b1/b2 (scope of blocks), fatt (final attributes) 

Output: a (binarized classified image) 

Start 

1. For i=b1:b2 

2.     hf1(Fatt) and co=0 

3.     For i=1: length (h) 

4.         If h(i)>co 

5.           a(i)=1 

6.     End 

7. End 

End 

 

The discussions of the steps of the algorithm are as follows: the implementation of the algorithm is 

carried out in such a way that it can perform classification on binary basis for identifiying all the tampered 

regions as well as non-tampered regions for the given image. For the entire minimum and maximum scope of 

block (b1 b2), the algorithm applies a function f1(x) where the statistical information about the final attributes 

Fatt is computed with respective to all the blocks corresponding to an image (Line-2). This step also considers 

cut-off value co initialized to zero. For all the size of the matrix h that holds all the statistical attributes of  

the blocks corresponding with the transition state. For all the size of h (Line-3), if the elements size is found 

to be more than cut-off value co than they are assigned 1 where 0 and 1 represents for black and white 

respectively. By doing this step, it will mean that size of the matrix h with its respective elements can have 

various value, but shortlisting will be done as per the logic specified in Line-4 and Line-5. This process is 

quite faster and significantly assists in optiminizing the processing time for classification of the regions 

which is subjected to assessment for tamperment. Using lesser number of resources, the adoption of binary 

classification assists in further steps of operation which is about correct identification and mitigation of  

the sophisticated image attacks. 

 

2.4. Algorithm for mitigating complex image attack 

The core purpose of this algorithm is to ensure offer the solution towards the regions inflicted with 

the image attacks. While the main contribution of the proposed algorithm will be to rectify the ultimate 

mechanism for facilitating in yielding the regions tampered. The algorithm takes the input of scope of  

the image block as well as regions that are obtained from prior algorithm and that after processing yields an 

outcome of image that is corrected one I. The steps involved in the proposed algorithm are as follows: 
 

Algorithm for Mitigating Complex Image Attack 

Input: b1/b2 (scope of image blocks), reg (identified regions of attack) 

Output: I () 

Start 

1. For i=b1:b2 

2.    apply f2(reg1) 

3.    Extract (reg2)f2(reg1)Img(bin) 

4.    If region(reg2)>region(~reg2) 

5.        reg2=~reg2 

6.    End 

7.    I=f3(reg2)  

8. End 

End 
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The discussions of the steps involved in the algorithm are as follows: the algorithm considers  

the average of transition state s1 with a condition that its value should be more than the cut-off value of co=0. 

The input towards this function is basically a corrupted image by adversary that yields a rectified image  

after processing as well as identification of the tampered region I. The precision of the image is increased 

initially and is classified with respect to highest value of 255. Because of this operation, the proposed system 

permits identification of multiple positions within an input image where the determination of the blocks  

of the boundary. For all the scope of image blocks (Line-1), the proposed system applies an explicit  

function f2(x) which is responsible for filling the insignificant white portion of an image after the binary 

classification is over (Line-2). This step is carried out in order to prevent a form of outliers and its 

possibilities. The algorithm extracts filled regions and further subtracts the filled regions with a reference 

matrix while a logic of binary approach is filled using concatenation operation. The implementation also 

constructs a concatenated matrix in the form of repositing all the false positives value found in tampered 

regions that are subjected for rectification that is carried out using morphological operation. The outcome 

matrix is re-checked for presence of any holes (Line-3) as further optimizing the process of identification  

and solution together. Therefore, if any holes are found, it will be instantly filled up and the information is 

stored in the form of explicit region reg2 (Line-4). The proposed study than formulation a conditional 

statement to assess if the amount of the region under reg2 is more than that of ~reg2 (Line-4/5) and in such 

case, the simpler substitution operation will be carried out. This matrix will will represent a rectified image 

and hence it can be treated as an error free image without any possibilities of false positive within that binary 

version of an image (Line-5). The next operation is linked with further mechanizing for the purpose of 

obtaining the original tampered regions as the ultimate yield. In order to work in this direction, the proposed 

system constructs a binary mask by performing concatenation operation of the binary objects present  

in the stored matrix file. The proposed system obtains the image with double precision and subjects it to  

an unsigned integer in order to generate the mask and the determination of the original tampered region.  

One of the interesting facts of this algorithm is that it is capable of performing decision towards rectifying  

the regions intruded by adversary and this operation is completely automated and is independent of  

any interactive operation of human. In order to perform a validation of this part of the proposed system,  

the algorithm makes use of the ground truth information. This operation will permit the users for choosing 

the tampered regions with an aid of manual selection and then it follows the operation of re-computing  

the average values for both the matrixes respectively. This form of assessment is carried out in order to 

evaluate the uniformity of the numerical values. Finally, a concatenation operation is carried out using an 

explicit function f3(x) which leads to generation of the final rectified image I (Line-7). The proposed system 

has identified these non-uniformities with respect to static as well as dynamic objects for better purpose. One 

of the interesting part of implementation of proposed algorithm is that it offers similar performance if  

the intrusion with the shape of tamperment is carried out over any regions. However, this operation is carried 

out in more spontaneous manner and is independent of much number of computational dependencies towards 

exploring the artifacts owing to the multiple form of malicious activities over any form of images.  
 

 

3. RESULT ANALYSIS 

The assessment of the proposed system is carried out in experimental approach where  

multiple forms of images and different variants of the images are used for analysis. The discussion of  

the outcomes obtained is presented with respect to (a) visual representation and (b) numerical representation. 

The analysis has been carried out by constructing more than 2000 high definition images in the form  

of image dataset while these dataset has been constructed on the basis of captures carried out by DSLR 

camera. The resolution of the image is 24 megapixel with smaller and bigger dimension of the image dataset. 

In order to obtain better evidential feature of the analysis, the proposed dataset consist of two directories viz. 

(a) tampered image and (b) ground truth image. 

From the display of Figure 2, it can be seen that the orginal image has been tampered with  

the different image thereby generating a forged image. During the analysis, it has been seen that forged area 

could be possibly symmetrical or non-symmetrical with possibilities of different regional spaces.  

The analysis has been carried out with different dimension of the regions of the forged image in order to 

investigate various possibilities of image forensic. Once the forged image is considered as an input,  

the proposed system performs multiple scale of blocking operation exhibited in Figure 2. The user is also 

facilitied with varied options for using value of partitioning process. The concept derived here is that 

detection process is improved via blocking operation and it also increases the possibility of exploring  

the significant regions too. The selection of the values of the block partitioning process is selected on  

the basis of imperceptibility of the forged image. Hence, smaller values of blocking are deployed only in  

the cases that demands better imperceptibility while increased value of the blocking is demanded when there 

is a need of higher level of difficulty for the input forged image see Figure 3. 
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Figure 2. Tampered image 

 

 

   
(a) (b) (c) 

 

  
(d) (e) 

 

Figure 3. Variants of partitioning image block: 

(a) 4x4, (b) 8x8, (c) 16X16, (d) 32x32, and (e) 64x64 

 

 

Once the selected block is finalized, than the next process will be to perform extraction of all  

the significant attributes. Adoption of the statistical approach further improves the accuracy factor only in 

less value of iteration as well as it also positively affect the computational efficiency. The adoption of such 

statistical process results in faster processing too. Figure 4 highlights the mean value of the image while 

standard deviation as an outcome of the statistical operation. The study outcome of the proposed system 

shows that after the colored mosiaic is extracted then the identification of the traces can be carried out in 

simpler fashion shown in Figure 5. 

 

 

  
(a) (b) 

 

Figure 4. Process of extracting significant attributes (a) Mu image and (b) Sigma image 
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(a) (b) 

 

Figure 5. Analysis of (a) classification and (b) rectification  

 

 

Therefore, from the visual outcome highlighted in Figure 6, it can be seen that proposed system 

offers significantly better display of the region that are actually tampered. Apart from this process  

of extracting the image blocks that is equivalent to the transition state is finally used for statistical 

information associated with the tampered image. Hence, a better imperceptibilty factor is decoded in  

the proposed system where the correct and reliable identification is carried out using simple techniques. 

Apart from this, the outcome of the proposed study is compared with the existing approaches related  

to localization-based [32] and feature-extraction based [33]. Using the same dataset, the comparative  

analysis is carried out. The outcome of comparative analysis is shown in Figure 7. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Identification of tampered region 

 

 

Localization-based 

Feature-extraction 

based 

 
 

Figure 7. Comparative analysis 

 

 

The outcome shows that proposed system does not take more than 0.75 seconds to carry out  

the extraction of the significant features that contributes towards higher accuracy of 99% with lower  

outlier rate of 16.45%, which is comparatively better than existing system. The prime reason behind this  

is that localization-based approach [32] performs identification of the traces equivalent to the proposed 

system but it does so with more number of the attributes associated with it and hence proposed system offers 

better optimization performance. The feature-extraction based approach [33] make use of random theory 

along with usage of thresholding however that do it recursively that significantly degrades the accuracy level 

in contrast to proposed system. 
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4. CONCLUSION  

This paper has presented a mechanism for promoting image forensic performance where the idea is 

two-fold viz. (a) capture information about the location of tampering and (b) improving the performing using 

optimization. The contribution of the proposed system is as follows: (a) the proposed model is developed 

without using any sophisticated security (conventional) technique, nor any recursive approaches are used,  

(b) a significant level of faster processing time is obtained along with performance (accuracy) improvement. 
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